With respect to inconsistent findings on the interplay between usability and aesthetics, the current paper aimed to further examine the effect of these variables on perceived qualities of a mobile phone prototype. An experiment with four versions of the prototype varying on two factors, (1) usability (high versus low) and (2) aesthetics (high versus low), was conducted with perceived usability and perceived beauty, as well as hedonic experience and the system's appeal as dependent variables. Participants of the experiment ( = 88) were instructed to complete four typical tasks with the prototype before assessing its quality. Results showed that the mobile phone's aesthetics does not affect its perceived usability, either directly or indirectly. Instead, results revealed an effect of usability on perceived beauty, which supports the "what is usable is beautiful" notion instead of "what is beautiful is usable. " Furthermore, effects of aesthetics and of usability on hedonic experience in terms of endowing identity and appeal were found, indicating that both instrumental (usability) and noninstrumental (beauty) qualities contribute to a positive user experience.
Introduction
Via a long period, research and practice in human computer interaction (HCI) was predominantly concerned with the socalled pragmatic qualities such as utility and usability of interactive systems [1] . Since the early 2000s, additional criteria for design and evaluation addressing the user experience (e.g., aesthetics, beauty, and hedonic quality) of interactive systems have begun to be established [2, 3] . These criteria are also designated as noninstrumental as distinct from the criteria of instrumental quality like usability or pragmatic quality, respectively [4] . Today, besides usability, noninstrumental qualities are considered constituent parts of an enriched model of product quality supposed to affect product appeal and user experience during system usage "beyond the instrumental" [5, page 92 ff.] including affective and emotional reactions [6] . In conjunction with the establishment of aesthetics as a criterion of noninstrumental quality of interactive systems, the question about the interplay between instrumental and noninstrumental qualities of interactive software came up. Lavie and Tractinsky [7] pointed out that in the current field of research the term "aesthetics" is often used to describe a beautiful or pleasing appearance of an interactive system (see also [8] [9] [10] ).
In a seminal study on the question of the interplay between instrumental and noninstrumental qualities, titled "What is beautiful is usable, " Tractinsky et al. [8] found a high correlation between pre-and postexperimental (after handson experience) perceptions of the aesthetics of a computer simulated automatic teller machine (ATM) and its perceived ease of use. Furthermore, the manipulated aesthetics of the ATM layout was the only factor affecting postexperimental perception of its usability and aesthetics as well. The reported findings support the assumption of a direct influence of a system's aesthetics on the perceived usability.
The findings of Tractinsky et al. [8] inspired follow-up studies on the interplay between aesthetics and usability. Hassenzahl and Monk [4] reviewed fifteen studies dealing with this issue. Most of the included studies were correlational in nature. Results showed a huge variation in the obtained correlations, with coefficients ranging from .00 to .92, with a median of .49. The authors assumed that the variability of results may be due to the studies' inconsistency in method and analysis. Hassenzahl and Monk [4] themselves argued 2 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction that beauty will play an important role as a starting point for judging products because its primarily sensory nature makes it one of the most immediately available qualities. But in a series of correlational studies with different websites, they found no direct relation between perceived beauty and perceived usability (see also Hassenzahl [11] as well as van Schaik and Ling [12] ). Instead, the relationship between perceived beauty and perceived usability was found to be wholly mediated by goodness. The authors concluded that the relationship between beauty and usability has been overplayed [4, page 235] . In a follow-up paper van Schaik et al. [13] could replicate the indirect link between perceived beauty and perceived usability while the effect of beauty on hedonic quality was primarily direct. With respect to the different effects of perceived beauty on the perception of perceived usability and hedonic quality, van Schaik et al. [13] assumed two different ways of inference: (1) probabilistic consistency as an inference rule concerning the primarily direct effect of perceived beauty on hedonic quality and (2) evaluative consistency as an inference rule concerning the primarily indirect effect of perceived beauty on pragmatic quality, mediated by goodness. The authors argued that individuals follow the latter rule if product qualities, like usability (even with handson experience), are not easily available and are not conceptually or causally linked to an available quality (i.e., beauty). In this case, people infer from the general evaluation of the product (goodness) on its usability, according to the rule of "I like it, it must be good on all attributes" [13, page 18] . Goodness itself is assumed to be directly linked to beauty, the starting point of the whole inference process [13, page 4] .
In discussing their findings, van Schaik et al. [13] proposed that the task for further research is to find evidence for the different inference rules and suggested experimental manipulations, for example, of design characteristics, that contribute to the "objective" usability of a product. Moreover, Hassenzahl and Monk [4] claimed that more experimental studies are needed to test causal models of the interplay between instrumental and noninstrumental qualities and their effect on the perception of a system's quality because a principle limitation of correlational studies is that they cannot prove causal relationships.
Indeed, on comparing correlational studies to experiments dealing with the interplay between usability and aesthetics, we have to consider a substantial methodological distinction. Following a correlational approach, van Schaik et al. [13] (see above), for example, let their participants evaluate websites with a given usability and beauty. Consequently, effects concerning the interplay between perceived aesthetics and perceived usability resulting from this or any other study with a comparable design, that is, without experimental manipulation of the usability and the aesthetics factors, may only be traced back to interindividual differences concerning the perception or evaluation of product qualities independent of their factual manifestation in terms of aesthetics and usability.
In contrast, experiments manipulating aesthetics and usability allow us to assess the impact of these variables on users' reactions. Consequently, Tuch et al. [10] , like Hassenzahl and Monk [4] as well as van Schaik et al. [13] , claimed that the independent manipulation of aesthetics and usability is crucial for drawing causal conclusions about the aesthetics-usability relation.
Actually, apart from the Tractinsky et al. 's [8] study, there are still very few experiments on the interplay between aesthetics and usability as well as on its effects on perceived aesthetics (i.e., beauty), on perceived usability, and on broader evaluations like hedonic quality or appeal. Hence, currently there is inconclusive evidence on this issue.
Experimental support for the "what is beautiful is usable" hypothesis was found by Ben-Bassat et al. [14] and Lee and Koubek [15] , as well as by Sonderegger and Sauer [16] . BenBassat et al. [14] found a computerized phone book with high aesthetics to be perceived as "slightly more usable" than that with low aesthetics. Remarkably, the authors also reported a positive effect of the usability factor on perceived aesthetics. Findings of an experiment by Lee and Koubek [15] using four versions of a website with different levels of usability and aesthetics revealed a significant effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability, and, corresponding to the results of Ben-Bassat et al. [14] , a positive effect of manipulated usability on perceived aesthetics. Moreover, Lee and Koubek [15] found a significant effect of aesthetics, but not for the usability factor, on user preference before actual use while preference for the website after use was significantly affected by both factors. Finally, Sonderegger and Sauer [16] reported a positive effect of manipulated visual appearance of a mobile phone on its perceived usability, while Sonderegger et al. [17] found in a longitudinal field experiment that the positive effect of manipulated aesthetics of a mobile phone on its perceived usability wanes over time.
In contrast, no support for the "what is beautiful is usable" hypothesis was found by Thüring and Mahlke [18] as well as by Tuch et al. [10] . In two of three experiments in which the usability and the aesthetics of a portable digital audio player were varied, Thüring and Mahlke [18] did not find an effect either (however, a "trend" with a value < .10 in the second experiment) of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability or of manipulated usability on perceived visual aesthetics. However, usability affected the overall judgment of the audio player in both experiments and manipulated aesthetics in one of them. In a recent experiment, Tuch et al. [10] found neither an effect of manipulated aesthetics nor an effect of manipulated usability of an online shop on perceived usability at the preuse phase. Even after interacting with the online shop, interface aesthetics had no influence on users' perception of its usability. However, perceived aesthetics and a subcomponent of hedonic quality (hedonic quality identity, AttrakDiff questionnaire [19] ) were not only affected by interfaceaesthetics but also, and according to Ben-Bassat et al. [14] and Lee and Koubek [15] , by interface usability. The authors concluded that the "what is beautiful is usable" notion can be reversed to a "what is usable is beautiful" under certain circumstances [10] , characterizing a further variant of the interplay between aesthetics and usability.
To sum up, the reviewed experiments showed mixed results regarding the interplay between usability and aesthetics as well as its effects on perceived aesthetics (i.e., beauty), on perceived usability, and on broader evaluations like hedonic quality and appeal. While some findings supported Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 3 the "what is beautiful is usable" hypothesis [8, [14] [15] [16] , others did not [10, 17, 18] . Remarkably, Ben-Bassat et al. [14] , Lee and Koubek [15] , and Tuch et al. [10] found perceived beauty to be affected by manipulated usability. Hence, in three of the summarized experiments the reversed effect to the "what is beautiful is usable" hypothesis was found ("what is usable is beautiful").
Knowledge about the interplay between aesthetics and usability is highly relevant in the field of usability engineering and prototyping. For example, concerning the validity of usability tests, it is of special interest whether the aesthetics of a prototype may influence the rating of its usability in a postuse evaluation, and vice versa. Therefore, further evidence on the interplay between instrumental and noninstrumental qualities seems to be essential.
The Present Study
With respect to the inconclusive evidence on the interplay between aesthetics and usability of interactive systems, the current study aims to further clarify the effect of the usability of a system on its perceived aesthetics [10, 14, 15] as well as the effect of aesthetics on a system's perceived usability [8, [14] [15] [16] . Moreover, research on this issue is extended by scrutinizing the effect of both aesthetics and usability not only on hedonic quality (see [10] ) but also on the evaluation of a system's perceived appeal. Finally, with reference to the results of Hassenzahl and Monk [4] as well as van Schaik et al. [13] , the indirect (mediated) influence of aesthetics/beauty on perceived usability will be investigated. Importantly, in the following we distinguish between the term "manipulated aesthetics" denoting different experimentally induced manifestations of a system's aesthetics and its subjective valuation as "(perceived) beauty. " This extends to the term "manipulated usability" and its subjective counterpart "perceived usability. "
The first research question (RQ1) addresses the direct effect of manipulated aesthetics and manipulated usability on beauty and perceived usability, respectively, as follows: H1.1: manipulated aesthetics affects perceived usability; H1.2: manipulated usability affects beauty.
The second research question (RQ2) extends previous experimental research on the interplay between usability and aesthetics with respect to additional noninstrumental product evaluations, especially hedonic quality and appeal. Two hedonic attributes may be distinguished: stimulation (HQS) and identity (HQI) [11] . Different studies revealed hedonic quality identity to be correlated to perceived beauty [4, 11, 13] . Consistent with these findings, Tuch et al. [10] reported an effect of aesthetics on HQI but not on HQS. Additionally, Tuch et al. [10] found an effect of usability on HQI. Appeal is considered to be a global judgment about a product (e.g., good versus bad [21] ). Hassenzahl [11] reported that both perceived hedonic and pragmatic qualities significantly contribute to the evaluation of the general appeal of products. Concerning this research question, all hypothesized effects are supposed to be direct effects:
Beauty
Goodness Usability The third research question (RQ3) focuses on the indirect effects of aesthetics and beauty on perceived usability. With respect to given evidence, different indirect effects are conceivable. Hassenzahl and Monk [4] and van Schaik et al. [13] pursued the assumption that beauty may affect subsequent judgments of other product qualities because of its immediate sensory availability. Both found in their correlational studies an indirect instead of a direct effect of perceived beauty on perceived usability ("evaluative consistency as an inference rule, see above), mediated by goodness (see Figure 1 ). In the present study, we firstly aim to replicate this effect under experimental conditions. Secondly, we aim to expand research on this issue by analyzing the mediating role of goodness with respect to the effect of not only perceived beauty on perceived usability but also of manipulated aesthetics as well. This mediator model represents a variant of the evaluative consistency rule (see above, [13] ): H3.1: the effect of (perceived) beauty on perceived usability is mediated by goodness; H3.2: the effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability is mediated by goodness.
Additionally, a further indirect effect of aesthetics on perceived usability may be hypothesized in light of evidence from social psychology regarding the impact of a beautiful outer appearance in humans on the perception of other qualities, like happiness or intelligence (the so-called halo effect). Good-looking men and women, for example, are judged as being more intelligent than those who are not [22] . Transferred to the interplay between aesthetics and usability, we assume that the effect of the given usability of a system on its perceived usability will be moderated by its manipulated aesthetics (see Figure 2 ). To test this assumption, the effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability is viewed as a moderator effect: H3.3: the effect of manipulated usability on perceived usability is moderated by manipulated aesthetics. 
Method

Design.
To test the hypotheses, an experiment with a 2 × 2 factorial design with usability and aesthetics of a mobile phone prototype as independent variables and perceived usability, perceived beauty, hedonic qualities, and appeal as dependent variables, as well as goodness as a mediating variable, was used.
Materials.
The subject of the experiment was a computer-based prototype of a mobile phone. In usability engineering prototypes are commonly used to evaluate humansystem interfaces. Prototypes in this field may take different forms including paper and cardboard mock-ups, software simulations or fully working prototypes [3, 23] . Particularly, if design involves hardware implementations, using software tools for design simulation provides an economic alternative to hardware prototypes [24] . According to this approach, the mobile phone prototype used in the current experiment was realized as an interactive software simulation. Four different versions of the prototype were designed, one for each combination of factor levels (high versus low aesthetics and high versus low usability). The manipulation of the aesthetics factor was accomplished in a two-step procedure.
First, a sample of 12 participants with a mean age of 23.9 years (SD = 2.69; eight females) was interviewed. They were asked to name attributes of mobile phones that they perceive as beautiful or ugly, respectively. Subsequently, a content analysis of interview responses was carried out to identify visual attributes (e.g., the color of the hardcover and its shape) that constitute the beauty of a mobile phone but that are unrelated to its usability (e.g., the size of the screen or the kind of key panel). Based on the results of this analysis, a professional designer created seven paper-prototypes varying in beauty.
In a second run, another sample of 28 participants (mean age: 27.53; SD = 8.31; 17 females) ranked pictures of these paper prototypes with respect to their beauty. Resulting mean ranks were subsequently computed to identify the most beautiful mobile (high aesthetics) as well as the ugliest one (low aesthetics). In line with the findings of K. O. Götz and K. Götz [25] , the ugliest version was characterized by a mixture of several colors, whereas a plain hardcover was perceived as beautiful. Moreover, a pendant, little gemstones on the hardcover and a smaller form factor significantly reduced the mobile phone's beauty while the size and distance between the GUI-elements were held constant for both versions. Figure 3 depicts the two hardcover versions. The usability of the prototypes was manipulated with regard to (a) the depth and width of the hierarchical menu tree (cf. [26] ), (b) the position of target functions at a certain menu level, and (c) the labeling of menu categories on the second menu level (i.e., more or less unambiguous labels).
Accordingly, the menus of the low usability prototypes are, in contrast to the high usability versions, more complicated due to their breadth and depth. That is, participants in the low usability conditions had to navigate (vertically) through more menu levels until they could achieve a target item. In addition to the depth of the menu trees, the breadth of menu levels was expanded by providing additional menu options serving as distractors (see Figure 4 for two examples of menu trees for the low and high usability prototypes). Moreover, the target menu items in the low usability versions were placed far at the end of the menu level to hamper fast navigation, and finally, item names were longer as well as less common with regard to the underlying function.
By varying the usability (high/low) and aesthetics of the prototype (high/low) four experimental conditions were accomplished. Finally, the prototypes were implemented in Adobe Flash. Participants interacted with the flash-prototypes via touch screen. None of the participants that were involved in the development of the mobile prototypes participated in the main experiment.
Measures and Instruments.
To measure perceived usability, hedonic experience, and the overall appeal of the prototype the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire [19] (see as well http://attrakdiff.de/) was employed. This questionnaire comprises four subscales: pragmatic quality (PQ) as a measure for perceived usability (Cronbach's alpha = .88), hedonic quality identity (HQI; alpha = .77), and hedonic quality stimulation (HQS; alpha = .78). Additionally the questionnaire provides a subscale called attractiveness (APPEAL; alpha = .91) that evaluates a product's appeal [11] . Each of the subscales consists of seven seven-point semantic differential items with bipolar verbal anchors. The pragmatic quality scale asks participants, for example, to rate a product as "simple versus complicated. " The concept of hedonic quality is split into two aspects: identity (HQI) describes the ability of a system to communicate a desirable identity to others (e.g., "isolating versus coupling"), while stimulation (HQS) assesses the amount a product supports striving for personal development (e.g., "original versus conventional"). The attractiveness scale (APPEAL) assesses the global (overall) judgment of the interactive product (e.g., "good versus bad"; "unpleasant versus pleasant"; "ugly versus attractive"; sympathetic versus unsympathetic") [21] .
To gauge the perceived beauty of the prototype, participants rated the mobile phone prototype on a 7-point scale ("not beautiful" to "beautiful"). This measure was also applied to check the manipulation of the mobile phone's aesthetics. In addition, perceived beauty was measured with a single item ("ugly-beautiful") taken from the attractiveness scale of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire.
In accordance to van Schaik et al. [13] , perceived goodness was measured by the corresponding single-item "good-bad" of the attractiveness scale of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire.
The concept of usability is defined in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction [27] . Metrics of efficiency refer to the cognitive as well as physical workload required to achieve a task [24, 28] . In the current study the NASA-TLX questionnaire [29] was applied to measure the workload associated with using the mobile phone prototypes. The NASA-TLX questionnaire is a multidimensional rating procedure comprised of six single-item scales assessing participants' mental ("How mentally demanding was the task?"), physical ("How physically demanding was the task?"), and temporal demands ("How hurried or rushed was the pace of the Before experimental tasks were performed, participants completed a questionnaire assessing mobile expertise with respect to duration and intensity of use.
Main Study Participants.
Eighty-eight participants (69 females) with a mean age of 23.1 years (SD = 6.7) took part voluntarily for course credits in the main study. Gender was counterbalanced across experimental conditions. All participants were mobile phone users, whereby 53.9% had regularly used a mobile phone for at least 5 years and 36.0% for seven or more years. Moreover, 71.9% of them reported using their mobile phone several times a day, 20.2% even several times per hour.
To control the effect of mobile phone expertise we computed an overall score for participants' mobile phone expertise. This score includes the frequency of mobile phone use (five levels from "less than once a week" to "several hours per day"), the length of mobile phone use (five levels from "less than one year" to "more than seven years"), and the intensity of mobile phone use (mean frequency of 23 given mobile phone functions and apps, rated from "seldom" to "very often"). All three measures were additively as well as multiplicatively combined to the overall score for mobile expertise. A 2 × 2 (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed no significant effects on mobile phone expertise, independent of the combination rule applied, with all ≥ .276. Hence, we did not find differences in mobile expertise between the experimental groups as a possible source of experimental bias. Additionally, we checked whether the results of the following hypothesis tests were affected by mobile phone expertise. For this purpose, we included the expertise score to all ANOVAs as a covariate. However, none of the results changed (all significant effects remained significant; all nonsignificant results remained nonsignificant) when including mobile phone expertise.
The study conformed to the Code of Ethics of the American Psychological Association (http://www.apa.org/ethics/ code/principles.pdf) and to the national guidelines (http:// www.dgps.de/).
3.5.
Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. As a cover story, they were told to take part in a usability test to improve a prototype for a mobile phone manufacturer. Before the experimental procedure started, participants were asked to complete the questionnaire to gauge mobile phone expertise. After that, the mobile phone prototype was presented on a Tablet PC. Illumination in the laboratory was controlled to keep the visual appearance of the mobile phone prototypes constant. Participants were introduced to the computer-based prototype to become familiar with its interface and to train to navigate through the menu options by using a touch pen. Afterwards, demographic variables were collected and participants were introduced to the experimental tasks. Participants were requested to read task-scenarios prior to the test. If necessary, scenarios were clarified by the experimenter who acted in the experiment as the conductor of the usability test.
At the beginning of the experiment, participants were instructed to complete three tasks addressing different mobile phone functions in the following order: phone book entry, cost manager, and changing the current ringtone. The tasks covered a wide range of more or less frequently used mobile phone functions with varying difficulty. For each task, completion time and the number of navigation errors were logged automatically. Because we were not able to exclude the possibility that subjects could transfer what they had learned about the mobile's interface in one task to the next, the sequence of tasks was held constant for all participants. Thus, in favor for the between-subject design we avoided additional noise in the data by waiving pseudorandomization of tasks.
After task completion participants evaluated the pragmatic quality of the mobile phone as well as its perceived appeal and hedonic quality by means of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire. Moreover, participants answered the single item (7-point Likert scale) asking for the perceived beauty of the mobile phone. Subsequently participants completed the NASA-TLX to assess subjective workload. Finally, all participants were debriefed and received course credits, if desired.
Data Analysis.
Hypotheses were tested with a 2 × 2 (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) ANOVA and regression models. All statistical tests were performed with a significance level of 5%. ANOVAs were calculated regardless of variance (in)homogeneity because analysis of variance is considered robust to violations of variance homogeneity when the sample sizes are equal [31, 32] .
Referring to Cohen [33] , effect sizes are reported by partial eta squared 2 (benchmark values: .01 = small, .06 = medium, .14 = large). However, we want to emphasize that these values are quoted as benchmark values for both 2 and the classical eta squared ( 2 ), whereby the former is typically greater than the latter (cf. [34] ). Hence, the respective values should be interpreted with some caution. In the case of -tests we used Cohen's as a measure of effect size (0.2 = small; 0.5 = medium; 0.8 = large).
Results
Manipulation Check: Aesthetics.
To validate the aesthetics manipulation of the prototype, a 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) was computed. As intended by the manipulation, we found a main effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived beauty (7-point scale)
Advances in Human-Computer Interaction ( (1, 84) = 34.489; < .001; 2 = .291). The highaesthetic prototype was rated as more beautiful than the lowaesthetic version ( Figure 5(a) ). By trend also a main effect of manipulated usability revealed a higher beauty rating for the high-usable prototypes versus low-usable prototypes ( (1, 84) = 3.226; = .076; 2 = .037), but the effect size was considerably smaller than for the effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived beauty. No interaction between manipulated usability and aesthetics was observed ( (1, 84) = .753; = .388; 2 = .009). The results of the ANOVA did not change when using the beauty item of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire as dependent variable instead of the 7-point scale (not depicted).
Manipulation Check: Usability.
To check the usability manipulation we first compared mean task completion times with a 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics). A significantly longer completion time was found for the low-usable mobile phones in contrast to the highusable ones ( (1, 83) = 68.201; < .001; 2 = .451) ( Figure 5(b) ), but neither a main effect of the mobile phone's aesthetics occurred ( (1, 83) = .409; = .524; 2 = .005)
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Advances in Human-Computer Interaction nor an interaction between usability and aesthetics was found ( (1, 83) = .543; = .463; 2 = .006). We also checked whether potential outliers, even if they showed realistic task completion times, biased these results. For this purpose, two participants with completion times that were more than two standard deviations above the mean across subjects were excluded from a reanalysis. However, the results of the ANOVA did not change considerably; that is, no change in significance appeared. The mean number of navigation errors was also analyzed for the prototype versions. A 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) revealed a main effect of manipulated usability on the number of navigation errors with more errors when using low-usable prototypes ( (1, 83) = 54.484; < .001; 2 = .396) ( Figure 5(c) ). We neither found an effect of manipulated aesthetics ( (1, 83) = 1.081; = .301; 2 = .013) nor an interaction effect ( (1, 83) < .001; = .990; 2 < .001).
Additionally, we computed the mean workload score across the six items of the NASA-TLX. A 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics), which revealed higher demands for the low-usable prototypes compared to the high-usable prototypes ( (1, 84) = 18.364; < .001; 2 = .179) ( Figure 5 Finally, the high-usable mobile phone was perceived as more usable (PQ scale AttrakDiff2), as revealed by a 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) ( (1, 84) = 16.128; < .001; 2 = .161) (see Figure 6 ).
We neither found a main effect of manipulated aesthetics nor an interaction effect (see Section 4.3-H1.1 below for statistical results).
To conclude, independent of manipulated aesthetics, the high-usable prototype enabled better task performance, led to less workload, and was perceived as more usable than the low usability versions. Consequently, we may consider the usability manipulation successful.
Results on Hypotheses
H1.1: Manipulated Aesthetics Affects Perceived Usability.
As shown above, manipulated usability affected the perceived usability of the mobile phone prototype in the intended way. However, in contrast to the term "what is beautiful is usable, " a 2 × 2 ANOVA revealed no a main effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability (PQ) ( (1, 84) = .497; = .483; 2 = .006) ( Figure 6 ) and also no interaction effect between the mobile's usability and its aesthetics ( (1, 84) = 1.981; = .163; 2 = .023). Hence, no evidence for the "what is beautiful is usable" notion was found.
H1.2: Manipulated Usability Affects Perceived Beauty.
The results of the manipulation check for the aesthetics factor showed a main effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived beauty, but no interaction between manipulated usability and manipulated aesthetics was found. Moreover, higher beauty ratings were observed for the high-usable versus the low-usable prototypes (see Figure 5(a) ). Accordingly, a 2 × 2 ANOVA revealed a main effect of manipulated usability on beauty ratings that, however, narrowly missed the significance level of 5%. This result was independent of whether we used the single-item scale measuring beauty ( (1, 84) = 3.226; = .076; 2 = .037) or the item "ugly-beautiful" taken from the APPEAL scale of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire ( (1, 84) = 3.053; = .084; 2 = .035). However, taking into account that Tuch et al. [10] coined the term "what is usable is beautiful, " we can consider this hypothesis as one-sided, licensing halved values for the corresponding -values as suggested by McNeill et al. [35] . Given that this leads to values of = .038 and = .42, respectively, we hence may conclude that these results support the "what is usable is beautiful" notion.
H2.1: Manipulated Aesthetics Affects Hedonic Quality
Identity/Stimulation. A 2 × 2 ANOVA (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) revealed a large-sized main effect of the phone's manipulated aesthetics on perceived hedonic quality "identity" (HQI) ( (1, 84) = 24.105; < .001; 2 = .223) with higher ratings for the high-aesthetic version in contrast to the low-aesthetic version ( Figure 7 Hence, the effect of manipulated aesthetics on HQI was not moderated by manipulated usability. The main effect of usability on HQI and HQS is presented below in "H2.2".
H2.2: Manipulated Usability Affects Hedonic Quality Identity/Stimulation.
Besides the main effect of manipulated aesthetics on HQI and HQS, the ANOVA also showed a smallto medium-sized effect of the manipulated usability on HQI ( (1, 84) = 3.868; = .053; 2 = .044), with higher ratings for the high usable mobile phone. Unlike HQI, the analysis of variance revealed no main effect of manipulated usability on HQS ( (1, 84) = .217; = .643; 2 = .003).
Following Tuch et al.
[10], we tested which items of HQI were affected by the system's usability and aesthetics with a series of 2 × 2 (manipulated usability × manipulated aesthetics) ANOVAs. In contrast to Tuch et al. [10] , most items of the HQI scale of the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire were sensitive to the aesthetics manipulation, while only one item revealed a clear effect for the usability manipulation (noninclusive-inclusive; see Table 1 ). None of the items showed an interaction effect (usability * aesthetics).
H2.3: Manipulated Aesthetics Affects Perceived Appeal.
To test the effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived appeal, we computed a 2 × 2 ANOVA with perceived appeal as dependent variable (APPEAL scale, AttrakDiff2 questionnaire). Results of the analysis show a main effect of the manipulated aesthetics on perceived appeal ( (1, 84) = 9.307; = .003; 2 = .100). The high aesthetic prototype was rated more appealing than its counterpart (Figure 8 ).
H2.4: Manipulated Usability Affects Perceived
Appeal. In addition to the main effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived appeal, an ANOVA revealed also a main effect of manipulated usability on perceived appeal ( (1, 84) = 7.100; = .009; 2 = .078). The high-usable version was rated as more appealing than the low-usable version independent of the manipulated aesthetics of the prototype (Figure 8 ). Manipulated usability did not interact with the manipulated aesthetics ( (1, 84) = .917; = .341; 2 = .011). It is important to note that the effects of manipulated usability and aesthetics on perceived appeal were similar in size. Consequently, the mobile's usability as well as its aesthetics contributed to the mobile phone's perceived appeal to more or less the same extent.
H3.1: The Effect of Perceived Beauty on Perceived Usability
Is Mediated by Goodness. The mediation model was tested using regression analysis according to Baron and Kenny [36] . Both operationalizations of perceived beauty were positively correlated with perceived usability (PQ, AttrakDiff2) (singleitem scale: = .407, < .001; APPEAL item: = .410, < .001). Moreover, both items correlated positively with perceived goodness (single-item scale: = .676, < .001; APPEAL item: = .720, < .001). In the third step (done separately for both operationalizations of perceived beauty), perceived beauty and perceived goodness were entered as predictors while PQ served as criterion in the multiple regression equation. The result of the analysis revealed that perceived goodness completely mediated the relationship between perceived beauty and PQ (Table 2) , independent of the operationalization of perceived beauty. The effect of perceived beauty on PQ, controlled for perceived goodness, was nonsignificant, that is, zero. The full mediation by goodness was independent of the manipulated aesthetic condition. When computing the mediation analysis separately for the beautiful and ugly prototype, respectively, the results did not change from those reported in Table 2 .
H3.2: The Effect of Manipulated Aesthetics on Perceived Usability Is Mediated by Goodness.
We also hypothesized an effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability, and, if so, that this link was mediated by perceived goodness. However, no correlation between manipulated aesthetics (dummy-coded) and perceived usability (PQ) was found ( = .069, = .520) while manipulated aesthetics and perceived goodness showed a significantly positive correlation ( = .287, = .007). Hence, no support for hypothesis H3.2 was found.
H3.3: The Effect of Manipulated Usability on Perceived Usability Was Moderated by Manipulated Aesthetics.
As expected, results of the manipulation check and on hypothesis H1.1 revealed a significant effect of manipulated usability on perceived usability (PQ), but this effect was not moderated by manipulated aesthetics. Moreover, manipulated aesthetics did not show a significant impact on perceived usability. Therefore, H3.3 is not supported by the results, as the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Discussion
The present paper dealt with the interplay between usability and aesthetics of a mobile phone prototype in the area of usability evaluation. The first research question addressed the effect of the system's aesthetics and usability on perceived beauty and perceived usability, respectively. Results revealed no effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived usability but, in accordance with Ben-Bassat et al. [14] , Lee and Koubek [15] , and Tuch et al. [10] , an effect of manipulated usability on perceived beauty, such that the high usable prototype was rated as more beautiful than the low usable prototype. It is important to note that in the present study the manipulation of the prototype's aesthetics as well as its usability could be realized to a broadly similar degree, as indicated by the nearly similar effect sizes for both factors. Therefore, we can rule out that an inconsistent manipulation of the two factors may have eliminated the "what is beautiful is usable" effect, as discussed by Tuch et al. [10, page 21] .
So far, results support the "What is usable is beautiful" in favor of the "What is beautiful is usable" hypothesis. This finding conforms to the viewpoint of functionalism in architecture and industrial design from the early 1920s of the last century stating that the aesthetic properties of an object depend on its functionality [37] . However, in accordance with the thesis of aesthetic dualism [37] , assuming that the aesthetic assessment of a system may depend on its practical function and its appearance as well [38] , we found an effect of manipulated aesthetics on perceived beauty too. Therefore, we should avoid a reductionist viewpoint when looking at factors influencing the aesthetic assessment of a system, even if it is supposed, in line with our and Tuch et al. 's [10] results, that satisfaction of functional requirements in most cases contributes positively to aesthetic value [37] .
The second research question addressed the effect of both manipulated usability and manipulated aesthetics on variables of noninstrumental quality, namely, hedonic quality and appeal. Concerning the former dependent variable, results showed a large-sized main effect of the mobile phone's manipulated aesthetics and a small-to medium-sized effect of manipulated usability on hedonic quality "identity" (HQI). These two effects indicate that the more aesthetic and the more usable a system is designed, the higher it is rated with respect to HQI or, in other words, the better it supports communicating a desirable identity to others. These findings conform to the results of Hassenzahl [11] and Tuch et al. [10] .
In accordance with Tuch et al. [10] , we found that the usability manipulation affects more different HQI-Items than the aesthetics manipulation. However, the resulting patterns concerning this issue were different from those of Tuch et al. [10] . While Tuch et al. [10, page 22] found, contrary to their assumption, HQI to be mainly associated with the usability manipulation, the results of the present study support that HQI is indeed more strongly affected by a system's aesthetics.
Concerning the global evaluation of the mobile phone prototype, the present results revealed significant effects both of manipulated usability and manipulated aesthetics on perceived appeal, with comparable medium to large effect sizes (usability: 2 = .078; aesthetics: 2 = .100). Both factors explained a similar amount of variance in perceived appeal. Therefore, our results suggest that perceived appeal, serving for a global evaluation of noninstrumental quality [21] , depends on aesthetics and usability more or less to the same extent. This finding corresponds to a result of Lee and Koubek [15] , who found that manipulated aesthetics and usability both significantly affect user preference, which in turn might be determined by perceived appeal. Regarding the "indirect" effect of aesthetics on perceived usability (research questions 3.1 and 3.2), we found that goodness completely mediates the relationship between perceived beauty and perceived usability (H3.1) but not between manipulated aesthetics and perceived usability (Hypothesis 3.2). Consequently, neither perceived beauty nor manipulated aesthetics seem to be directly linked to perceived usability. However, the former finding (H3.1) corresponds to the inference rule of evaluative consistency, which implies an indirect effect of (perceived) beauty on pragmatic quality, as stated by Hassenzahl and Monk [4] as well as by van Schaik et al. [13, page 17] . Following van Schaik et al. [13] , this kind of inference results in a highly beauty-driven overall evaluation ("What is beautiful is good" and "I like it, it must be good on all attributes"), which may include the judgment of usability. Concerning the argument of van Schaik et al. [13] , it is noteworthy to mention that the relation between perceived beauty and perceived usability is based only on variance due to subjects. Consequently, we may assume that the mediation effect solely depends on an individual evaluative process and therefore might be better characterized as "What is perceived as beautiful is perceived as good" and "What is perceived as good is perceived as usable, " independent of whether a system is really ugly or beautiful (in the sense of manipulated aesthetics). On the contrary, in the current study, the mediation analysis for manipulated aesthetics, goodness, and perceived usability (Hypothesis 3.2) did not reveal an effect, because manipulated aesthetics and perceived usability were not correlated. Regarding this finding, we may conclude that there is neither a direct nor an indirect link between aesthetics and perceived usability, or, in other words: people judge the usability of a system independently of whether it is ugly or beautiful (in the sense of manipulated aesthetics).
Finally we found no support for the hypothesis that manipulated aesthetics moderates the impact of manipulated usability on perceived usability (H3.3). That is, the perceived usability of a prototype with a given "objective" usability seems not to be influenced by its aesthetics; a system providing limited "objective" usability is not perceived as more usable if it is designed aesthetically.
Practical and Theoretical
Implications. There are several practical implications in the current study regarding practices of usability engineering. Concerning usability evaluation, we may conclude that aesthetics of a prototype, for example, due to a high level of visual refinement, will not influence judgments about its usability in a postuse evaluation. This conclusion is supported by the present results as we found no evidence for the assumptions that (a) manipulated aesthetics affects perceived usability (H1.1), (b) there is an indirect link between aesthetics and perceived usability via goodness (H3.2), or (c) aesthetics moderates the effect of manipulated usability on perceived usability (H3.3).
With regard to user experience design, two conclusions from the current study may be helpful. First, objective usability seems to be an antecedent for perceived beauty. Second, in combination, both objective usability and aesthetic contribute to a positive perception of the overall appeal of a product and provide the user with the opportunity to express a desirable identity to others (HQI). Further research should take a longitudinal perspective on this issue and examine whether these effects also persist over time (see [17] ).
If we take hedonic quality (HQI) and appeal as measures of user experience, the findings presented here lead to an integrative perspective on user experience (UX) determined by instrumental as well as noninstrumental qualities. Consequently, and in line with the ISO 9241-210 [6] definition of user experience, both qualities should be considered in user experience design. However, the impact of additional design elements like brand [39] on user experience should be taken into account in future research.
Strength and Limitations.
In the current experiment, a thorough and successful manipulation of the key variables "usability" and "aesthetics" could be examined to support the study's internal validity. To obtain ecological validity, we tried to provide a realistic setup for the usability test that served as a cover story for the experiment. The external validity of the present study might be limited by the fact that results are based on the evaluation of a computer-based prototype of just one device, namely, a mobile phone, with a given level of fidelity [20] . Regarding the latter issue, former research has shown that the fidelity, as well as other factors, such as the materials of prototypes and testing conditions, may affect the results of the evaluation of a prototype in a usability test [40, 41] . Hence, generalizability may be limited by the fact that the mobile phone prototypes used in the experiment were characterized by a specific combination of fidelity levels on the five dimensions of the mixed-fidelity model proposed by McCurdy et al. (level of visual refinement, breadth of functionality, depth of functionality, richness of interactivity, richness of data model) [20] , including a high level of visual refinement as well as a sufficient level of interactivity and functionality that allowed users to perform a set of tasks and to gain hands-on experience with the mobile phone prototype in the usability test.
However, results concerning the interplay between usability and aesthetics are supported by the studies of, for example, Ben-Bassat et al. [14] , Lee and Koubek [15] , and Tuch et al. [10] which present partially similar findings concerning the effect of "objective" usability on perceived beauty for different systems than the prototype used here. Despite this, more experimental research on the impact of instrumental qualities like usability on noninstrumental variables regarding a broader range of interactive systems is recommended.
Unlike other studies dealing with the interplay between usability and aesthetics, in the current study the measurement of usability and aesthetics was obtained only postuse. This was done for two reasons: first, it is not common practice in usability tests to ask for a usability rating before using a system, so preuse evaluation of usability could have undermined belief in the cover story. Second, we tried to avoid a testing effect (answering a questionnaire preuse influences answers of the same questionnaire postuse) as a possible threat to internal validity. Besides, previous articles on this subject found that neither interface aesthetics nor interface usability had an effect on perceived usability at the preuse phase (see [10] ).
Conclusion
The current study provides further significant insights into the interplay between the aesthetics and usability of interactive systems. Findings about the influence of usability on perceived beauty support the "What is usable is beautiful" notion stated by Tuch et al. [10] , while neither a direct nor an indirect effect of aesthetics on perceived usability could be supported. Thus, we do not expect that the aesthetic appearance of a prototype in a usability test will distort evaluation of its usability. Concerning user experience design, results indicate that both usability and aesthetics contribute to a positive noninstrumental valuation of a system in terms of the ability of a system to communicate a desirable identity to others (HQI) and perceived appeal.
